
BUSINESS PLAN FOR A SKATEBOARD SHOP

Burly Skate Shop skateboard gear retail business plan executive summary. Burly Skate Shop is a new retail store in
Suburb, Oregon, offering skateboards.

Our older customers choose merchandise based on more personal needs - preferred styles and manufacturers
generally outweigh "trendiness. Today, we will discuss some key points related to starting a skate shop. The
Company was founded by John Doe. You will be required to furnish your state sales identification number and
other information to open a wholesale account. Almost every shop offers unique products and therefore
competition increases. OGS Capital consultants work closely with small business owners in need of assistance
with business plan development. The Company will also develop its own online website, which will feature
e-commerce functionality so that the business can generate sales from outside of its retail location. The interest
rate and loan agreement are to be further discussed during negotiation. Our promotions will always stay in
tune with our company objectives and mission statement. They also have stores in Mt. Doe sees a significant
opportunity to develop a secondary sales channel that is not overly expensive to maintain. All plans are
available in e-book format on Amazon, iTunes, Barnes and Noble. Skateboard Shop, Inc. Doe intends on
using a number of marketing strategies that will allow the Skateboard Shop to easily target its demographics
within the target market. You should provide as much information as possible about your pricing as possible
in this section. Information such as your vision, goals, as well as mission why you want to start the business.
You can also consider planning for a road show where you get a myriad of skaters to skate on your boards as a
means of advertisement. Doe has more than 10 years of experience in the retail management industry. Well,
this person to a large extent will be saddled with helping you to identify the needed tools and where to get
them at the most competitive prices as possible. And a business plan is critical to forming the right strategy
and taking the steps needed to ensure success. Conversely, you may want to consider using the internet as
there are loads of resources available to you online. Your insurance agent will advise you as to the amount of
insurance you will need based on your personal financial situation and the nature of your business. As many
people now use the internet to purchase goods, Mr. Special sales and package deals featuring complete
beginner packages. Competitors Burly is competing on two fronts - against local, custom manufacturers, and
larger retail stores and chains. Some smaller, home-grown operations both manufacturer and sell boards, doing
especially well in urban areas on the West Coast. Founded by a team of business professionals and serial
entrepreneurs, the In Demand Business Plans staff has a combined years of experience, starting, growing, and
selling businesses. Purchase the Needed Tools, Supplies and Equipment Now, you will need to procure all the
needed equipment to start your own skateboard company. Our plans are not from an outdated text book. This
is why it becomes very pertinent that you carry out a thorough and exhaustive research so that you can try as
much as you can to build a successful skateboard business as a well informed and enthusiastic entrepreneur.
To accentuate your shop, prime location is important. You must act accordingly and offer a large and exquisite
range of products. Well, the onus lies on you to determine where the resources will come from. Any business,
especially one starting out, needs to dissect their industry. Market Your Skateboards After you are done
equipping your business, the next thing to do will be to market your products. For this task you may consider
hiring an expert who is vast with the nature of business that you want to start. It is for this reason that you will
need give your realtor a good description of what you are looking at.


